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LEXICAL NOTES ON L UKE-AOTS. I.
HENRY J. OADBURY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

T

HERE can be no doubt that the present time is ail
auspicious one in the history of New Testament lexicography. Five Greek dictionaries of importance are in process
of publication. There is Walter Bauer's greatly enriched
edition oft Preuschen's Worterb~tch zu den Schriften des N.T.
(Giessen, 1925-), which in its explicit references both to
ancient parallels and to modern commentators will apparently
surpass any New Testament lexicon. There are two general
unabridged dictionaries of the Greek language,- W. Oronert's
revision of Passow (Gottingen, 1912-) and H. Stuart Jones'
revision of Liddell and Scott (Oxford, 1925-). All these
three have at the moment not progressed beyond the letter a.
They take account of the Greek papyri, but not so fully as
two special works, one a general dictionary to the Greek
Papyri by t Fr. Preisigke (Heidelberg and Berlin, 1924-);
and the other a special study of the Vocabnlary of the Greek
Testament IllHstrated from the Papyri and Other Nonliterary
Sources by t J. H. Moulton and G. Milligan, London and New
York (1914-). At the present writing (June, 1925) these two
works have been published as far down the alphabet as lfxw
and <hywvwv respectively.
These works, together with others in preparation, should
stimulate an interest in lexical research, but it may not be out
of place to offer from time to time detaehed and unsystematic
notes parallel to those larger collections. Certain New Testament words deserve more special study. Furthermore, there
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are ways in which the t'Ju!JTYJS can somewhat supplement the
regular lexicographer. In the first place, the papyri already
published deserve repeated search and new papyri are constantly
becoming available. What gleanings have been missed we have
had lately indicated in the case of the word e7rtoVcrws. This
word, appearing as it does in no less important and familiar a
passage than the Lord's Prayer (both Matthew ,and Luke), uncertain in meaning, and absolutely unknown in any Greek
passage of non- Christian origin, is a word whose discovery in
any secular writing would naturally excite the interest of all
scholars. A papyrus containing the word was published in
1889, but it apparently was not included in any dictionary or
brought to the attention of New Testament scholars until just
recently ~thirty-five years later!
In the second place, light on New Testament semantics is
afforded by thorough study of the Hellenistic writers. Some
of these have recently become more accessible, and those that
have always been known yield something to the diligent student.
The new Wettstein that is projected will doubtless recover
and arrange much valuable information of this sort, but no
generation can quite exhaust the possibilities, and our generation
has much to do if our sympathy with the nuances of contemporary Greek is to match even that of the Eighteenth Century
scholarship which produced the Observationes literature. In
this field, also, any independent worker may perchance find
gleanings which the reapers have left.
In the third place, the New Testament text itself offers
suggestions of new insight into its meaning to one who acquaints
1

1 See A. Debrunner in Theologische Literatttrzeitung, March 7, 1925,
col. 119, citing Preisigke Worterbuch, Fasc. 2, 1924, col. 567. The papyrus
was originally published by Sayee in Flinders Petrie Hawara, Biahmu,
and Arsinoe (London, 1889), p. 34, as No. 245, and was republished by
Preisigke in his Sammelbuch Griechischer Urkunden aus Aegypten I
(Strassburg, 1915), as No. 5224. Unfortunately the passage-an entry. in
a memorandum of expenses of a half obol paid for emov<Tict-gives little
clue to its meaning. Moulton and Milligan evidently examined for New
Testament parallels, without noticing this, the collection in which the
papyrus was originally published. I must confess to having overlooked
the word in the same way.
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himself with the whole spirit and character, interests and modes
of expression, of the several authors. There are certain habits
of language which both in individuals and in human speech
generally are easily overlooked until attention is drawn to them,
as, for example, the fading of the etymological meaning, to
mention but one of them.
In the fourth place, detached notes afford opportunity for
fuller discussion of the connotation, literary quality and usage
of the word than is possible in the restricted space of even
the most elaborate lexicon or is appropriate in the continuous
exposition of a commentary. Such selected word studies give
the author the comfort of ample space for more or less relevant
observations on usage and in some cases, as for example in
F. Field's Notes on the Translation of the New Testament, can
make a permanent contribution to the work of both lexicographer and commentator.
The following notes are intended to suggest rather than to
supply the lexical supplementation that is possible along such
lines. I confine myself to a single writer of the New Testament
and begin with that part of the alphabet which the most advanced
of the newer lexica has just reached.

op.o8U!J.rla6'V.
There has been considerable debate whether this word still
means "with one accord" in .Acts, or simply "together."
E. Hatch in his Essays in Biblical Greek, 1889, pp. 63 f. makes
it plain that in the Septuagint "a) it is used to translate
Hebrew words which mean simply 'together,' b) it is interchanged with other Greek words or phrases which mean simply
'together,' c) it occurs in contexts in which the strict etymological meaning is impossible," and he declares that in none
of the N.T. passages is there any reason for assuming that the
word has any other meaning than that which it has in the
Greek versions of the O.T., viz., 'together.' In reply T. K . .Abbott
in his Essays, p. 96, and Moulton and Milligan s. v. in Lexical
Notes from the Papyri and in their Vocabulary attempt to
place the burden of proof on those who deny the etymological
force of the word. It is doubtful, however, whether it is fair
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to give either the Septuagint or etymology any strong advantage
in the discovery of Luke's meaning. The alternatives are not
quite so extreme.
The ten passages in Acts are not decisive from their context. None of them has an impersonal subject, yet there is
none of them that demands the stronger meaning of 'with one
mind,' or 'with one purpose.' There is rather association of
place, time and action. The word represents what is done
'simultaneously' or 'alike,' or the being (5 12 ~ITav; 15 25 ')'€110. p..evot~) or moving (12 20 1rapij1Tav) of persons 'together.' It
could scarcely be used of unanimity of persons separated in
time or place. In 2 46 (cf. 5 42) being together in the temple
(op..oeup..aJov ev Tlp t'ep!p) may be COntrasted with distribution to
their homes (KaT' otx:ov). Probably no one English word or
phrase expresses its exact meaning. It strengthens other words
in its context. Hence it is found associated with 1ravTe~ in Acts
(114; 2 46) as in other writers, but never with such phrases as
lnro p..tav cpwv~v (Aristeas 178), ex: p..ta~ ')'VWfJ.ijt; (Demos. 147 1),
ev ev~ ITTOfJ.aTt (Romans 15 6). In Luke's own vocabulary it
appears to have what is almost if not quite a synonym in e7rt
TO auTO (Acts 2 1 with OfJ.OV, T. R. OfJ.OeufJ.aJOv; 2 44 &c.), rather
than in a1ro fJ.ta~ (Luke 14 1s) or the more definite ~v x:apJla
x:ac 'tux~ fJ.{a (Acts 4 32). It is doubtful, moreover, whether in
the more classical writers the etymological emphasis on internal
feeling had not given place at least in Hellenistic times to
external action. Translators are often misled by etymology in
languages in which they are not perfectly at home. Thus the
Vulgate translates (except 15 25 in unum) by tmanirniter or
uno animo, but we may prefer to follow the old bilingual lexicon
which reads: OfJ.oeufJ.aJov universi, una pariter, gregatim, simul.
The LXX certainly had no reason to use it for ,lj~ or ,1f;l~
unless it meant in the x:otv~ 'together.' These Hebrew words
are elsewhere in the LXX rendered by &fJ.a or e7rt TO auTo.
Convincing evidence that in Acts or elsewhere the word
had lost its psychological reference is naturally difficult to
secure since, as has ,been said, the etymological force is never
absolutely impossible. References to riots, however, in Acts
7 57; 18 12; 19 29 do not imply regulated purpose. A passage
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in the papyri mentioned by Moulton and Milligan without full
citation appears on examination (the reading is not absolutely
certain) to bear unmistakable evidence of the absence in op,o8up,aoov of consent or accord. In P Par 63, 93 (:s. c. 164)
( = P Petr. III p. 26) complaint is made that a group of people
not liable for taxes had been dunned for them, "as though the
tax determined by decree hl\d been assessed on all the persons
in the country without exception" (w~ Tou ota Tou 7rpor:rTa'Yp,a-

e

•
I
.-f. '. I
~
•
'
')
I
'
~'
TO~ wpt1Tfl€1!0UK€'t'aAatoU
7ra1Tt
TOt~
KaTI'}JI
(S~C
xwpav
OflO
VflaOOJI

Here the subject of the sentence is quite
impersonal. Further, it is a subject on which Egyptians acted
by necessity rather than with one accord-the payment of
taxes! The passage calls for a translation such as "alike."
No doubt the author of Acts believed there was harmony in
the early church, but his use of op,o8up,ao6v is not the best
evidence of it. 2
E7T't'Ye'Ypap,p,evou).

?nt't ci vop. ext.

Moulton and Milligan show that this word (Acts 1 3) can
no longer be called Biblical, and they refer to Knowling as
indicating that the word is not limited to unreal visions as
distinguished from actual sight. That it can be used of superhuman appearances is not merely suggested by Luke's own
noun o7rTaCTla in Luke 24 23 (a'Y'Y€1\wv), Acts 26 19 (ovpavw~),
but is proved by its use in Tobit 12 19 of Raphael 1ra1Ta~ Ta~
('

I

'

f

,

...

'

'

.J1rh_

'\'I'

.J!

''\'\.'

(>I

1]f.l€pa<; W7T'TaJIOflrJI! Ufllll, Kat OUK e't'a"/011 OUO€ €7rtoJJ, at\AU opaiTII!
vp,eir; €8ewpeiTe,

' '

e

and in the magicflJ p Par 574, 3033 opd~w

I
~
TOll 07rTal! €11Ta
Tip

·oITparJt\
'" ·

'"

IT€

.+.
~ Kat' ll€'t'€1\!'/
.+. " 1]f.l€pt11!'/•
•
'
€11 ITTUAlp 't'WTLlllp
1

Its use in 3 Kingdoms 8 s, "the ends of the staves of the ark
were seen in the holy place, but they were not seen outside
2 The impressive 'with one accord in one place' of the King James
version in Acts 2 1 had· already disappeared since the revisers followed
the better :MSS in reading Of-tOO for of-to8vf-ta)J6v with €1rl ril af!r6. We may
perhaps set it down as a rule of Hellenistic Greek that short words
tend to give up their meaning to longer words which look or sound
something like them but originally had quite a different meaning. Beside
of-toOvf-taoilv for Of-toO we seem to have in the NT. 1TA7Jporpopew for 1TA7Jp6w,
iptOela for #pts, &c.
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the tabernacle~· (ouK w7l"TavovTo t~w ), and in the papyri of the
non-appearance of a boy (P Par 49, 33) or other persons (or
things?) (P Tebt I 24, 5) that were "wanted," suggest that its
distinctive meaning is 'to be visible.' 3 Acts 1 a, then, means not
merely that Jesus was seen but that he was to be seen. Its
opposite is the equally idiomatic acpav'TO~ e'YeJJ€70 of Luke 24 31:
"he was not to be seen." Secular writers also use the latter
of persons who disappear in a sudden manner. The parallel
to Acts 1 s in Acts 10 4o is instructive, e!tcpavh~ 7evecr8at, It
is a good synonym of o7J"Tavo!wt also in all its other known
occurrences, The English 'being visible' may sound strange in
Acts 1 a, but is probably a better translation than 'appearing,' which suggests distinct occasions and appearances at the
initiative of Jesus. That there were repeated occasions is not
impossible and was maintained by Chrysostom. The author of
Acts may have thought of Jesus as becoming visible from time
to time during the forty days. But if we could leave out of
our minds the gospels and 1 Corinthians, Acts would most
naturally be understood as implying continuous visibility for
forty days concluded by a definite ascension, and of course
followed by later visions of Jesus to Stephen, Paul, &c. Neither
the word itself nor the context of Acts 1 3 seems to me to
indicate what degree of reality there was in the appearances,
or, to use Luke's own expression (Luke 24 37ft'.), to show whether
or not they "saw a spirit."
<

ll.

,

opovccrux.
Acts 17 is a chapter containing several words formerly
supposed to be unknown to secular or earlier writers but now
found in papyri and inscriptions. opo8ecrla is one of. these
(cf. avacr'Ta'Tow, Ka'Ta'Y'Y€A€V~, 7J"OAL'Tapx'll~). From each group
of non-literary sources it has been attested as belonging to the
common vocabulary. It occurs not only in the inscription from
Priene mentioned by Moulton and Milligan but also unmistak3 Krenke], Josephus ~tnd Lucas, p. 147 is apparently in error in
attributing the verb to Josephus. It occurs in Hermes Trismegistus 31,
15 Parthey, and is a fairly well attested variant in Numbers 1414.
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ably in B G U III 889, 17 (151 A. D.). The context of this
passage is, unfortunately, missing. In the Priene inscription,
which is of earlier date, the word in its two occurrences (Hiller
von Gaertringen, Inschriften von Priene, 42 lines 8 and 12}
evidently means the fixing of a boundaryline (cf. opoOere'iv in
LXX). The nearest parallel previously known was a different
word 7'0 opoOe(J"toV and was found in Hesychius. There is now
no longer any reason for Blass's conjectured reading Ta opoOf.(J"ta
here. But nothing prevents our finding the same feminine
word as in Acts, the inscription and the papyrus in Galen
Definitiones medicae II (XIX, 349 Kuhn), opt(J"p,o~ J€ Xf.'f'eTat
U71"0 fl-€7'a¢opa~ 7'WIJ ev 7'0i~ xwplot~ opoee(J"tWV, though the editors
accent opo8e(J"lwv. Did the sharp eyes of Hobart overlook this
evidence of 'medical language'?
The new evidence, unfortunately, throws littlerlight on the
meaning of the Acts passage. The latter is well discussed in
vV endt (Meyer 9), ad lac., and I should be inclined to agree
• ,
,
,
, , ,
th at opt(J"af: 7rpo(J"7'€7'a'f'p.evou~ Katpou>; /Cat Ta~ opo €(J"ta~ 7'1'/~
Ka7'otKla~ av7'WIJ is, like 1417, an appeal to the evidence of God
in the experience of man. I have, however, the suspicion that,
instead of the first part being temporal and the second geographical (cf. LXX Deut. 32 s opla), as is usually supposed,
opoee(J"la /Ca7'0t1Cla~ may be temporal also, applying to the
"fixation of the term of residence" of each nation (7T"av ~evo~).
The following considerations may be urged:
1. There is the wellknown tendency of Semitic thought, in
contrast with Greek, to use categories of time rather than those
of space (cf. Dobschiitz, Zeit und Raum in Denken des Urchristentums in JBL XLI [1922], 212 ff.).
2. Luke deals with history and revelation in terms of periods
fulfilled or junctures arrived at. This appears throughout,- in
his treatment of Hebrew history in the speeches of Acts (e. g.,
7), in his outlook on the future (e. g., Luke 21 24 llxpt 7T"AYJpwew(J"t ~eatpol ~evwv), and elsewhere. A few verses later in Acts 17
there is reference to xpovot 7'~~ U'f'VO[a~ and to the fixing of a
day for the judgment.
3. It is a distinct habit in Luke to join with Kal two synonymous
or similar terms. In this passage we have ~w~v wl 7T"Vo~v, TeXVYJ~

e ,

~
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' ·e

e
,,e ,

I
w·th
•
, Kat, Ta~
, opo
• eo-ta~
I
Kat ev up.rJo-ew~.
1
7rpoo-TeTwyp.evou~
Katpol'f:
T~~ KaTOLKfaf: aVTWJI understood as two expressions of time
,
"'
, t,
~
COmpare At
C S 1 3 xpovovr; I] Katpouf; OVf: 0 7raTIJp e liTO ev T!7
t'3lq. e~ouo-{q. (cf. 3 19-21). Even in the phrase of Acts 14 t7
veT.ov~ Kal Katpovr: Kap1rocj>opovr: the first word is probably to be
f

,

understood not as rains in the modern sense but as rainy
seasons correlative to harvest seasons.
opo~, op( e)t\r~.
Western readers of the Bible are not accustomed to consider
mountain and desert as synonyms. We think, for example, of
Egyptian deserts as sand without mountains and Palestinian
wildernesses as mountains without sand. The papyri (see
Moulton and Milligan, s. v.) give interesting evidence that in
Egypt opo~ and opewoq referred to the desert (ep11p.o~). The
latter occurs regularly without its noun and usually in the
spelling ~ opw!, (sc. 3twpv~) of the desert canal.
This fact throws some light on the occasional equation in
the gospels of opo~ and lpiJfJ.Of; (cf. my Style and Literary
Method of Lnke, p. 118, note 1). Thus Mark 6 31 places the
feeding of the five thousand in a desert place, John 6 3 in the
mountain. Luke especially seems to equate desert with mountain.
When Mark 5 5 refers to the demoniac as living in the tombs
and in the mountains, Luke 8 27, 29 says he was in the tombs
and was driven by the spirit into the deserts. Matthew and
Luke, following Mark (or Q), both place ,Tesus' temptations in
the desert, but Matthew 4 5 locates one of them on an exceedingly high mountain while Luke 4 s, by omitting all reference
to place and changing the order, gives the impression that it
was still in the desert. In the parable of the lost sheep
',f.. \
' I
'
I
'
\
M atth ew .18 12 says a't'etf:
(v. l .) Ta\ evevrJKOVTa
evvea
e1rt
Ta'
... • Ta, evevrJKOvTa
• ,
• ' ev
• T!7op11 1ropw et~, L u k e 15 1 KaTat'-€L7rEt
ewea
ep!,wp Kat 7rOpeveTat. This difference in the place is sometimes
regarded as one of the principal variants in these parallels,
but evidently we have here as elsewhere in Q the use of nearly
synonymous terms. They are scarcely evidence of the use of
different sources as Streeter, for example, thinks.
Nor within Luke's writings are we to draw much distinction

,,

e'
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between them. For example, there are Jesus' prayers. In the
sequel to the feeding of five thousand "in the desert" (so all
the evangelists) Mark (6 45) adds U71'~Aeev el~ TO opo~ 7rpo(j€U~a(J"eat. Luke (9 18), as at the temptation, gives no change
Of SCene but COntinues Kat f"/eV€TO fV Tlp etvat atiTOV 7rp0(]"€Ux6fJ..€VOV KaTa p..6va~. In Luke 5 16 following Mark 1 35 there is
reference to Jesus praying ev Ta'i~ ep~p..ot~. But at 6 12 and
9 28 Luke gives Jesus as praying in Tb opo~ where Mark's opo~
is without mention of prayer. On the night of the betrayal all
three evangelists represent Jesus as going (Luke 22 39 adds
" according to his custom") to the mount of Olives and praying.
So, too, with the early career of <T ohn. Ijuke 1 65 uses of
his birthplace ~ opetvh T~<? 'louda{a~ (cf. 1 39) j he says in 1 80
John was €v Tat~ epl]p..ot~ until the day of his manifestation to
Israel; in 3 2 he says the word of God came to John €v T~
ep~p..cp. Probably in these several passages he intends no difference of locality.
I may conclude this note with a suggestion about the familiar
crux in the parallel passages called, respectively, Matthew's
'Sermon on the Mount' and Luke's 'Sermon on the Plain.'
Unless one of the evangelists is following an indication of
locality found in the common source (Q), I think we must
explain the place references as due to the different passage
or combination of passages in Mark to which each of the later
evangelists attached the insertion. In Mark 3 7-19 Jesus first
withdraws to the sea and heals a multitude, then goes up into
the mountain and chooses the twelve; Luke 6 12-19 reverses
these events, substituting for "the sea" (which he avoids) the
level place, so that the "sermon" which follows without new
allusion to place appears to have the latter location. Matthew,
on the other hand, does not follow Mark's outline so faithfully
and combines and repeats Mark's general references to Jesus'
work and. its locations; but I think his introduction to the
sermon on the mount, 5 1, "And seeing the multitude he went
up into the mountain, and when he was seated his disciples
came to him" may be derived from the references to Jesus in
the desert place(s) in Mark 1 35 and 45, especially the former
where Jesus, avoiding the multitude which seek him (cf. Luke 442),
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goes out into the desert place and is overtaken by Simon and
those with him. It will be recalled that other sections of
Mark 1 are used in the context by Matthew, Mark 1 16-20 and
1 39 before the Sermon on the Mount, and Mark 1 21 b-22 and
1 40-44 immediately after it. This would constitute another
synoptic parallel between desert and mountain. Of course the
mountain of Matt. 5 1 may be that evangelist's own addition to
Mark, as it seems to be in the similar addition to Mark 7 31
· 15. 29 IWt' avafJa~
' Q' et~• -ro' opor;; etw YJTO ercet. F or a d'ff
1n
1 erent
explanation of the pair of parallels last mentioned, together
with Matt. 5 1 and John 6 3, see Streeter, The Four Gospels,
1924, pp. 412 -414.
'I

•

·e

··

OU'CW~.

In Blass-Debrunner § 425, 6 we read: "Die klass. Freiheit,
ov-rwr;; zur Zusammenfassung des Inhalts einer vorangegangenen
Partizipialkonstruktion zu verwenden, :findet sich im NT nur in
den Acta." The passages are Acts 20 11 i'wa(3ar;; J€ Kat KAaO"ar;;
' ap-rov
~~
,
'rf..' tKaVOV 7"€ OfJ.LA'YJO"a<; axpt<; aU'YYJ<;,
TOV
Kat' "f€VO"ap.€VO<;,
€'t'
41

ov-rwr;;

'

41

"\

,

:Jf

'

......

e~~Aeev; Acts 27 11 cpo(3oup.evol -re p.n et'r;; -rhv "'J:,Jp-rtv

eK7reO"WO"t, xaA.aO"aVT€~ TO

O"Keuor;;, ov-rwr;; ecpepov-ro. Similarly,
though not following a participle, we find in Acts 17 33 ov-rwr;;

0 llauAO~ e~~:\eev eK p.eO"OU aUTWV.
We may accept the view that this use is limited in the N.T.
to Acts (see, however, John 4 6; Rev. 3 s), but its occurrence
in the papyri shows that it is no mark of classical culture. In
the absence of illustrations in Moulton and Milligan I may
add a few. P Lond I. 106, 19 (iii/B. c.), in a complaint of
' ~ oe
~\
'
~
o
assault ep.ou
ouK eKxwpouv-rM aM\ e7rtp.ap-rupop.evou -rou~
7

I

7rapov-ra~

\

\\

I

I

'"\ "\ '

'\.

f

\

I

'

'

\

,.....

Kat O"UVopap.OVTWV 7ri\€LOVWV Kat €7rtTLfJ.WVTWV au-rep

tV

OUTW~

U7r1JAAU7'YJi p Grenf II. 77, 9 (about 300 A. D.) aA.orw~ a7reO"TYJT€
,,
~
'~ "\ ,+. ~ UfJ.WV
' ~ aAAa
'""' O"VVA€t;aVT€~
'\ 't
"
fJ.'Y'J apaVT€~
TO' O"WfJ.a
TOU~ aO€A't'OU
OO"a
eixev Ka~ ov-rwr;; a7reO"TYJ-re; P Strass II 100, 14 (ii/B. c.) Kap.ov
, ,'YO't'OV
'- I.+.
• /
, •
Q
TOV
aKOUO"aVTO~ Kat €"f€p €t~ €KaAOUV tJO'YJ OU<; OUTW~ etr;;

e , . '"

¢urhv &pp.YJO"av

e, "

.

(the sentence is scarcely classical!).

7CcX\I'C0)<;.

7rav-rw~ occurs three times 4 in Luke-Acts:
4

The T. R. reads with D, &c., in Acts 18

21

ileZ fl.• 7ravrws riw Eoprrw
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' . . , f.J.Ot
epetT€
,
eepa7i€UG"OV G"€aUTOV,,
,

7iaJJTW~

'
TIJV

R "'
7iapa(JOI\.'I]V

'
TaUTI]V,

'
'
taTpe

Acts 21

22 Tl oJv ea-TL; 7iaJ/TW~ [ d€t 7iA~eo~ a-uveA.8eiv] UKOUG"OIITaL

Acts 28

4

J

8Tt eMA.uOa~.
7iaVTW~ ¢oveu~ ea-TLV

['yap

,

eK

~

T'l]~

e ",

at\aG"G"'I]~

oiho~ <)v Otaa-we~vTa
. OLKI]0 avOpw7iO~
,
,,
-::,IJV OUK

'I]
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In all these instances the adverb occurs at the beginning of
a sentence and therefore applies to the whole statement rather
than to a single word. It is used in dialogue, not in narrative,
and of matters which were not of the nature of facts already
known. The word is normally translated "certainly" or
"assuredly, " 5 and such a meaning is possible, but it has
seemed to me from the context of the passages that a weaker
word is more natural. They demand no strong asseveration.
The inference or expectation is expressed and is accepted by
the speaker as true, as in each case the sequel shows, but to
translate the adverb 'probably' or even 'possibly' would suit
the context as well if not better.
I must at once admit that I have no 'authority' for this
lexical conjecture. I can adduce no unmistakable instance of
7iaJ!TWr;o = 'perhaps.' I may however give some circumstantial
evidence.
Such a change of meaning is in accord with the general
laws of language. Like other currencies, words have a tendency
to depreciation. Words meaning 'immediately' come to mean
'soon,' words meaning 'excessively' come to mean 'somewhat.'
It would be natural for 'certainly' to become 'probably' or
ds 'lepocro"hvf-!a, but K A B omit. In this passage as in
the longer form of Acts 21 22 the mivrws with /lei has presumably its
regular meaning of "by all means."
s There is an adversative element often in such normal usage, though
the dictionaries and commentaries do not always note it. Not "by all
means" but "at any rate" is the English equivalent (German jedenfalls,
French en tout cas). Even the less normal meaning proposed herewith
does not exclude the retention of that idea. 'l'hus in Luke 4 23 the
concessive clause is represented by the favorable reception and wonder
which his hearers first gave Jesus; in Acts 28 4 it is though Paul had
been saved from the sea. In Diodorus Siculus I. 77, 3 it seems to
strengthen "fe.
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even 'possibly.' In French philology such kenosis is common;
absohLment is said to have a much weaker colloquial sense.
In English 'quite' does not always mean 'entirely,' and 'doubtless' has a sense of 'peradventure' even when used not in
sarcasm. These word- biographies are fairly near the proposed
degeneration of meaning in 7ravrws-. Perhaps similar slipping
down the scale from superlatives is seen in 'generally' and 'on
the whole,' which do not mean 'universally,' and in the curious
'almost.' See M. Breal, Essai de SemantiqtLe, pp. 256-8
[Eng. trans. 230-2].
Paul is the other New Testament writer to use the word.
In Romans 3 9 v. l. he has the dialogue negative oti 71"avrw~
(cf. 1 Cor. 5 4); but in 1 Corinthians a less positive meaning is,
appropriate:
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Without a fresh rehearsal of some ancient difficulties involved
in these passages the reader will see that a milder word than
'certainly' is quite appropriate in them, even if it is not
necessary or even preferable. In 9 10 Paul is asking whether
perhaps scripture was written for our sakes; in 9 22 had it not
been for his word play on forms of 71"aS', 71"WS' would have been
as suitable as 71"aVTWS'. In 16 12 if eeA.l}p.a means the divine
will, and even if it means Apollos' will, there was little reason
for Paul to assert emphatically that Apollos' coming now was,
'in every way' or 'assuredly' not in accordance with the wish
of God (or of Apollos). He may be saying resignedly or
politely, "Perhaps it was not God's will for him to come now,
but he will come when he has a good opportunity."
That 7ravrw~; does not imply always strong certainty is shown
by the fact that Justin Martyr uses it in sentences following
the verbs v7rovoew and v7roA.ap.(3avw (Dialogtte 103, 3; 140, 2)
and in the expression of his wish (ibid. 142, 3). The New
Testament versions, Latin and Syriac, show a remarkable
willingness to omit the word entirely, e. g., the Vulgate m
15
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Acts 18 21; 1 Cor. 9 22: the Peshitta in every Pauline passage
except one (see below). If the word was colorless enough to
omit, it must not have seemed so emphatic to ancient translators as to modern ones. 6
In the two Lucan passages where the weaker sense seemed
to me most likely (Luke 4 23; Acts 28 4) I found quite unexpectedly that the Peshitta gave me full support. In both
cases it renders initial 7rawrro~ by initial ~. which can only
mean under the circumstances 'perhaps.' In Luke 4 23 we have
the additional support of the Old Syriac for the same rendering.
The same Syriac rendering of 7rav-rro~ occurs in 1 Cor. 16 12.
There the Sahidic and Ethiopic agree.
]'or parallels to the dialogue style of the New Testament
one naturally looks to the Shepherd of Hermas rather than to
the more cultivated Dialogue with Trypho. 7 Of instances of
7rav-rro~ there, three seem on first sight to admit the rendering
'probably,' 'possibly,' quite as well as the usual one, viz.,
Maud. 9, 7; Sim. 7, 4; 9, 4, 4. 8 Here again early translators
concur in this equivalence. There are two Latin versions of
Hermas and both in all three cases render the word as 'perhaps' (usually forsitan). In Sim. 7, 4 Dibelius (Der Hirt des
Hermas, Tiibingen, 1923) translates "vielleicht(?)" and gives
this note:
"so ist nach lt 1 forsitan, lt 2 fortasse wohl zu deuten;
statt 7rav-rro~ ~ ist dann 7rOT€ (kaum mit Hollenberg t(J"ro~)
6 E. g., Plummer (I. 0. C. on Luke 4 23): "'ll"dvrws is used in strong
affirmations." G. G. Findlay (E. G. T. on 1 Cor. 9 22) says more wisely
that it "varies in sense according to its position and context."
7 A probable illustration in dialogue of the weakened 'll"dvrws is PSI
281, 47 (iijA. D.) dx;c! Tl 'll"aPTWS 1j PI"'\OVfl-fVf/ '11"p6s <T€ o£Ka<OV, iJLit rouro lW<TaV
a0r~~~ oVK d1ryjT'r]€TCLS.

s The reading of the last passage is not quite cei-tain, as it is not
included in the extant parts of either the Codex Sinaiticus or the
Michigan Codex (see Harvard Theological Review xviii [1925], p. 115),
while the reading of the Athos MS is very obscure (see note in Lake,
Apostolic Fathers, ad Zoe., and also his Facsimiles of the Athas Fragments of the Shepherd of Hermas, 1907); but the Latin translation
seems to me to confirm the older reading 'll"dvrws rather than Lake's
'll"avrM(?).
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zu konjizieren: die Lesart 7rav-rw~ erklart sich aus dem Einfluss des folgenden O" sowie desselben W ortes im nachsten
Satz."
Such heroic measures with the Greek text are entirely unnecessary if we may add to our lexicon s. v. 7rav-rw~ an entry
like this:
In colloquial and Hellenistic usage, according to a common weakening of language, perhaps, probably, Luke 4 23;
in tentative explanation of divine purpose .Acts 28 4;
1 Cor. 16 t"2(?); Hermas, Mand. 9, 7; Sim. 7, 4; 9, 4, 4; of
the meaning of scripture 1 Cor. 9 to; Justin Dial. 57, 2;
with
, indefinite pronoun (= 7rro)') 1 Cor. 9 22; cf. in Eusebius
7raVTW~
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